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Abstract—To define queries on domain-specific data-structures, end-users have to be familiar with the underlying data model. This is challenging if the data model evolves continuously and through collaborative model management. While visual languages address this issue by providing strong guidance for non-technical end-users, they suffer from a limited expressiveness due to their focus on usability. Therefore, they are not applicable in cases where domain-experts have the need to define complex queries.

This paper proposes an interactive and textual query editor which focuses on the formulation of complex queries and the familiarization of the end-user with the underlying data model during the query definition process. We demonstrate our approach by this query editor’s application in the domain of Enterprise Architecture Management, where tech-savvy end-users need to define complex metrics based on an evolving enterprise architecture model.

I. INTRODUCTION

End-user development (EUD) [1] is a means to empower domain-experts to autonomously adapt certain parts of a software to changes which affect their domain [2]. In data-driven business applications, adaption of software often refers to the adaption of the data structures, and the adaption of queries which are based on these data structures [3] and which empower end-users to define dynamic views, metrics, data visualizations, etc.

In recent years, many approaches emerged to support end-users in defining queries in data-driven business applications. For example, visual languages provide guidance [4] for non-technical end-users and ensure that generated queries are syntactically valid as well as consistent with the underlying pre-defined and domain-specific data structure [5], [6], [7], [8]. However, due to the focus on usability, visual language approaches typically suffer from a limited expressiveness compared to textual ones [6], [9]. On the other hand, textual query languages allow technology-savvier domain-experts to formulate more complex expressions as long as they have explicit knowledge about the language’s syntax and semantics.

Regardless of the approach, the end-user has to be familiar with the underlying data structure in order to be able to define respective queries [7]. In cases of continuously evolving data models, this is a challenging task, which becomes even harder if the data model is defined collaboratively by a group of domain-experts and not by the user who is performing the query. For example, in the domain of Enterprise Architecture Management (EAM), multiple stakeholders collaboratively and iteratively define a conceptual data model for the enterprise architecture (EA) [10], on the basis of which enterprise architects define EA metrics by formulating respective model-based queries [11], [12]. Because of the evolving nature of the EA model, architects have to familiarize themselves with the data model each time they are defining a metric.

In the paper at hand, we address this issue by proposing an interactive query editor which provides a means to familiarize the end-user with the underlying data model during the query formulation process. For this purpose, the editor displays a relevant excerpt of the current domain-model (cf. [6] and [13]), whereas the relevance is determined by the end-user’s input. In contrast to visual language approaches, we focus on a textual query interface which does not impose usability-driven restrictions to the expressiveness of the query. Thereby we target tech-savvy domain-experts which have the need to define complex queries based on a continuously evolving data model.

As a concrete example, we demonstrate how our approach can support enterprise architects in defining complex metrics based on a collaboratively managed EA model [12]. In Section II we describe the key features of the query language and technical platform which form the foundation for the interactive query editor. The query editor as this paper’s main contribution as well as its evaluation are presented in Sections III and IV respectively, while in Section V we discuss related work and how our approach compares to existing ones.

II. THE MODEL-BASED EXPRESSION LANGUAGE

Our query editor builds on the foundations of a Web 2.0-based concept for content and model management—Hybrid Wikis [14]—and a corresponding query language named model-based expression language (MxL) [15].

The Hybrid Wiki approach enables end-users to iteratively and collaboratively enrich wiki pages with structure, e.g., types, attributes, and relations. Thereby, wiki pages represent data objects, whereas the wiki page metaphor enables user-friendly and intuitive data management. Through collaboration among editors of those wiki pages as well as data modeling experts, domain-specific models emerge and continuously evolve over time. The Hybrid Wiki approach was already successfully applied in different domains in which data models cannot be defined beforehand, but emerge over time through collaboration, e.g., in Enterprise Architecture Management (EAM) [16] and New Product Development (NPD) [17].
Based on the evolving data models and an increasing amount of data managed in the Hybrid Wiki system, domain-experts use the model-based expression language (MxL) to formulate queries, e.g., to define metrics, derived attributes, or constraints [18], [15]. MxL is a functional language and is inspired by the Object Constraint Language (OCL) [19]. OCL was already discussed in related research as an obvious choice for a model query language [20]. While the Hybrid Wiki system also provides an intuitive search interface to empower non-technical end-users to find specific information, MxL allows tech-savvy end-users to define more complex queries by applying different kinds of operations, e.g., standard query operations [21] or arithmetic and conditional operations.

In EAM, enterprise architects as representatives for tech-savvy end-users [22] use MxL for the definition of complex metrics [12]. For example, based on an enterprise architecture model capturing Functional Domains, their Business Applications, and Databases, an enterprise architect can define a metric to calculate the heterogeneity of used database systems per domain [12]. With MxL, it can be formally defined as:

```
find 'Functional Domain'.select(       
   entropy(Applications.selectMany(Databases)))
```

The `find` construct retrieves all functional domain objects and maps them to an entropy measure [23] based on the databases used in each domain’s business applications. In this example, `entropy` is a reusable function which is implemented in MxL. In order to be able to define this metric in an ad-hoc manner, the enterprise architect has to have at least knowledge about the model elements Functional Domain, Applications, and Databases. This can be a challenging task considering that enterprise architecture models usually contain many types, attributes, and relations [13], that those models continuously evolve over time [16], and that metrics can be more complex than the demonstrated example [12].

III. Interactive Query Editor for Domain-Models

To support end-user in the definition of complex queries based on an evolving domain-specific data model, we extended the existing interactive MxL code-editor [15].

The web-based MxL code editor implements useful UI features, e.g., syntax highlighting, error localization, and auto-completion support. With regard to the latter feature, the editor provides a list of hints including applicable operations (e.g., query functions), language constructs (e.g., `find`), and elements from the underlying user-generated data model (e.g., types like Functional Domain, attributes like Function points, or relations like Applications). However, the application of the MxL code editor, e.g., for the definition of EA metrics [12] or data-driven views in NPD [17], revealed that the auto-completion feature is not enough to provide a holistic perspective of the data model. This makes it difficult for end-users to understand how they can navigate through the model, and to determine starting points for the definition of queries. To address this issue, we extended the MxL code editor by an augmented view of the data model. We have chosen the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [24] as form of representation because of this notation’s widespread adoption in related EUD research areas [13], [7], [25], and because of MxL’s similarity to OCL [19] which is also based on UML.

As long as the user does not provide any input to the query editor, the augmented model view provides an overview of the data model as shown in Figure 1. This means that it shows all domain-specific types as well as relations between them. The attributes of the classes are hidden to reduce the visual complexity. In this way, the model view provides a holistic perspective on the data model and thus a potential indication for the user of how and where to start the query.

If the user enters a MxL expression which refers to an element of the data model, the model view is automatically updated and only shows a related excerpt of the data model. This is enabled by MxL’s static type-safety, i.e., the static semantics of MxL expressions can be validated at build-time. This includes the resolution of references to data model elements. Based on this, the code editor creates a local perspective of the model view which only includes directly referenced model elements as well as adjacent elements and sub-elements which improves the navigability through the data model. For example, if the expression refers to a type (cf. Figure 2), the model view also shows all related types as well as attributes of
Fig. 3. The model view provides a holistic perspective on the currently relevant excerpt of the data model and thus provides contextual information to the hints provided by the auto-completion mechanism.

Fig. 4. Model elements which are referred within the current expression are highlighted within the augmented model view.

Let us consider again the example of an enterprise architect who wants to define a heterogeneity metric [12] as defined in Section II. Based on the overview of the data model as provided by the model view (cf. Figure 1), the enterprise architect identifies the model elements of interest, namely Functional Domain, Business Application, and Database. Due to the need of calculating the database heterogeneity metric for each functional domain, the enterprise architect enters an MxL expression to gather all entities of type Functional Domain. Based on this input, the model view is automatically regenerated to only show the referenced type as well as adjacent types, namely Business Application and Location. If the type Functional Domain would have attributes (which is not the case), they would be shown too. In this way, the model view provides a local perspective of the data model. It is minimal in the sense that model elements are hidden which are not reachable from the current point within the data model, but sufficient enough to determine the model elements which can be referred to within the MxL code editor. As depicted in Figure 3, the model view automatically adapts based on the query provided by the user. Therefore, new model-elements become visible within the view, including its attributes as well as the adjacent types of Business Application (Information Flow and Database). Figure 4 shows the final MxL expression for the heterogeneity metric [12] and the corresponding local model view.

IV. Evaluation

To evaluate the augmented model view, we performed an interactive online experiment with four information systems researchers, three computer science students, one enterprise architect from a Swiss Bank (10,001+ employees), and one enterprise architect from a German IT services provider (5,000 - 10,000 employees). All of them already know the expression language MxL in different levels of detail.

We defined two scenarios for which the experimentees had to define 4 queries each, namely a sales scenario (including customers, products, orders) as well as an EAM scenario (including business applications, functional domains, business supports). The data models and queries for those scenarios are isomorphic, i.e., they only differ in names of types, attributes, and relations. In a first step, test persons had to define four queries for the sales scenario, in a second step they had to formulate four analogous queries for the EAM scenario. Half of the experimentees used the augmented model view only for the first step, the other half only for the second step. After those steps, they were asked about the usefulness, weaknesses, and potential improvements of the augmented model view.

The key findings of the evaluation are as follows:

- Six respondents explicitly stated that the augmented model view accelerates query formulation, particularly if the user is not familiar with the underlying data model, or if the data model is subject to frequent changes.
- At the same time, six respondents expressed the opinion that showing the full data model would be as useful as showing only a local view. However, they admitted that this might be no longer true for larger data models.
- Three respondents noted that the model view should be interactive, e.g., that types could be expanded manually.
by clicking on them, or by inserting the model element to the textual query editor on selecting them.

- One respondent mentioned that there might be a scaling issue with the augmented model view for large models.
- Four respondents highlighted that the augmented model view (obviously) only gives an overview over the underlying data model, but that it does not help users to learn the query language and its syntax and semantics.

V. RELATED WORK

There are many approaches to visual query languages and systems based on user-definable ontologies or conceptual data models [5], [6], [9], [13], [26], [27]. Thereby, domain-specific ontologies are a means for defining an end-user-friendly representation of a domain-specific data model as well as a mapping to the physically stored data. They form the basis for visual query user interfaces which empower non-technical end-users to formulate queries in an end-user-friendly way. Due to their focus on usability, visual query languages usually suffer from limited expressiveness [6], [9]. In contrast, the paper at hand focuses on a high expressiveness and targets different use-cases, e.g., the definition of complex metrics. Nevertheless, there are visual design principles which were inspired by visual query editors and adopted to our approach, e.g., the responsive view of the user-model by Störrle [13].

Valencia-García et al. [7] propose a natural language and a corresponding query editor named OWLPath. A query expressed in natural language is translated to SPARQL as the de-facto standard for querying ontologies. Similar to the query editor as described in our work, OWLPath provides helpful features which improve the usability of the editor, e.g., grammar checking and auto completion. However, while using a natural language lowers the hurdle for non-technical end-user to define queries compared to formal languages, there is still the need to familiarize the end-user with the underlying data model. Therefore, we think that applying our approach of automatically generating a relevant excerpt of the data model or ontology based on the current textual user input would be a valuable addition to OWLPath.

Cunha et al. [28], [8] describe a spreadsheet-based query approach. Thereby, end-users define the structure of a spreadsheet by using ClassSheets [29]. They choose ClassSheet models to present the data model which has to be queried instead of ontologies, which allows end-users to formulate queries in their preferred environment—namely within the spreadsheet [30]. Although they follow a visual language approach, the integration into spreadsheets and thus the possibility to apply further spreadsheet formulas to the query results potentially enables more complex calculations. Nevertheless, they do not discuss the challenge of familiarizing the user with the underlying ClassSheet model during the query formulation process. Again, integrating the approach by Cunha et al. with the approach of the paper at hand—which addresses the familiarization issue—might yield interesting results.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presents our work on improving the usability of a textual query editor for end-users with a focus on the user’s familiarization with the underlying data model during the query formulation process. It is based on previous research on Hybrid Wikis [14] for collaborative information management, on the one hand, and on the model-based expression language MxL [15] as functional query language on the other hand. The improvements of the corresponding query editor by the integration of an augmented model view are motivated by the application of Hybrid Wikis and MxL in different contexts, e.g., EAM [12] and NPD [17].

The code editor as proposed in this work integrates an augmented model view which provides a holistic perspective to the data model which has to be queried. The model view automatically responds to the user’s query input in the sense that it only shows model parts which are currently relevant for the user. The proposed code editor is particularly helpful in domains with continuously evolving data models, e.g., EAM. It is not only applicable in other domains, but also to other query languages, provided that the language’s static semantics can be analyzed and thus references to data model elements can be resolved at build-time.

Based on the findings of a first evaluation, our work on supporting the familiarization of the end-user with the data model during the query formulation process requires further improvements and elaboration. Particularly an application of the interactive code editor in a practical environment and a corresponding evaluation would encourage our claim of improving the usability of query editors. To this end, we are establishing a network of industry partners which plan to prototypically implement the Hybrid Wiki system, MxL, and the query editor. In this context, we plan to conduct empirical studies on the usefulness and usability of the query editor.

As revealed by the evaluation as described in Section IV, there are further conceptual and technical design aspects which should be improved. For example, although the model view helps users to familiarize themselves with the underlying data model, formulating complex queries is still a difficult task. Consequently, there still has to be research about how to make the definition of complex queries easier, particularly for non-technical end-users. On a more technical note, by strengthening the interrelation between the auto-completion feature and the model view, users could be enabled to insert references to model elements by clicking on the respective element in the model view. Another suggestion by a respondent was to make the model view manually explorable, i.e., to allow the manual and explicit expansion of a local data model view by clicking on certain model elements. Moreover, showing and highlighting recent changes of the data model within the data view would improve the awareness of which model elements changed in which way. Finally, as rightfully mentioned by one of the respondents, there still has to be research about large-scale data models and the performance of the augmented model view with this kind of models.
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